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the yesults than  the syny%’o?ns, which are much the 
Same in both cases, and require similar treatnmt 
as regards Nursing. The former Often comes 011 
with great suddenness, and from no al)pare11t  Cause- 
proper food and careful tending being given ; i t  
does not yield so readily to  treatment ; it  is marked 
by choleraic developments, and is more  frequently 
fatal. 

In Cases of infectious infantile diarrhcea, anti- 
septic measures and precautions  must not be over- 
looked, both  as regards the  little  patient and  the 
Nurse herself. When  the soiled napkins  are 
removed  they must at  once  be  placed in an earthen 
vessel and sprinkled with any  disinfecting powder 
you  may be ordered  to use ( I  prefer Condy’s 
powder, it being less destructive to the linen than 
many others), and removed from the room, and, 
if practicable, taken outside  the  house  until they 
are sent to the laundress-which should  be  done 
once, if not twice, a day-mad zerushedatutzce, rinsed 
in abundance of clean cold water, and, if necessary, 
boiled again, rinsed, and hung  out  to dry i n  the 
open air--no zunshing powders to be used. S(ft 
water, if obtainable, and  the best curd or yellow 
soap are quite sufficiently detergent. The napkins 
must be washed @aut from all the linen  required 
for cot or  baby-the cot  sheets and baby’s ~ O W S  
can  be  washed together, the flannels and cot 
blankets (these last will not be  much soiled with 
careful nursing) separately; If drawsheets are 
required for the cot, they must be treated i n  the 
same way as the napkins-when they are  charged. 
The waterproof sheeting used to protect  the cot bed- 
ding must be washed every morning  in the Condy 
solution, and exposed to  the air all day; of course, 
t7.w pieces of the waterproof will be  required. Some- 
times waterproof piZches are used for the  infant i n  
these cases. I entirely depcirate them in health or 
disease for reasons I have pointed  out to you i n  
Previous papers. When changing  the  infant,  Nurse 
of course wears her waterproof apron,  and across 
her knees a warm Turkish towel ; the  buttocks 
must be washed  with  warm soap and water with a 
Piece  of soft flannel; rinse  that  out and wipe off 
the soap ; you can  then  sponge  the parts with 
a weak solution of Condy in warm water, keeping 
the sponge for that especial purpose; wipe the 
buttocks perfectly dry with a soft napkin, and 
Powder them with the oleate of zinc I have men- 
tioned to YOU ; there is often excoriation of the 
genitals from the  acrid  character of the  evacuations. 
After removing the napkin or the infant’s soiled 
clothes, Nurse  should wash her hands  and rinse 
them in some antiseptic solution. 

such general  satisfaction? Because all  impurities  are removed 
Why does the BpaLckep-Patent Water Condenser give 

and  the  Apparatus is simple,  perfect!  automatic.  and  quite 

Sole Manufacturers, 4, Mount Pleasant,  Gray’s Inn  Road 
reliable. Price  lists  post  free.--JOHd A. GILBERT & Co., 

London, W.C. 

The severest form of infantile diarrhcea is cholera 
infantum, when sanitary  measures  are  doubly 
necessary to  prevent  the  spread of the discase,  but 
to many minds they may appear  superfluous  under 
the  circumstances I have just  detailed  as  marking 
the diarrhcca of very young infants ; but a little 
reflection will show us they are, if not  absolutely 
essential, highly expedient. It is true,  infantile 
diarrhcea is not  infectious in the  same sense as 
scarlet fever and small-pox are,  but it can un- 
doubtedly be @read by neglect, especially in the 
matter of washing management.  Sanitation,  like 
charity, should begin at home, although  in rreither 
case should  it  end  there. 

For instance,  a  Nurse is attending a town lady- 
we will say London,  as  some  dismal  Metropolitan 
experiences in  this  matter run in my mind.  Baby 
has diarrhcea. The washerwoman lives in  a  remote 
and probably not  a highly salubrious locality. We 
all know that Mrs. ( (  Sudds ” is much  too e?zZ~hic7zcd 
to  pay the least attention to any  verbal  directions 
she may receive from Nurse  as to baby’s washing 
if they in the slightest degree  interfere with her 
arrangements or jar with her (‘ whims,” and  as far as 
~ z s ~ ~ ~ c ~ z t i u ~ c  is concerned,  the  napkins  come  back to 
the house much as they left, and more likely than 
not were dried zmder cover, and never had  a  breath 
of fresh  air through  them. Now if we had taken 
the simple and common-sense  course I have 
described to you of disinfecting the  napkins n t  OMC, 
we should  have,  to  a  certain  extent, got the best of 
Mrs. “ Sudds ” and avoided ( (  friction.” 

Some Nurses might say, use napkinettes  and 
cremate. Well ! mctues ti!))qs czutres mxws  )I but  to 
repeat the hackneyed saying of Mr. P u ~ h  with 
respect to another  interesting ( (  c.vjcyi/ne~lf,”-- 
Don’t ! ! 
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An excellent ancl most  satisfactbry way of boiling thcln. 
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